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Ravel’s music for solo piano would take a little over two hours to perform in its 
entirety and, not surprisingly, this body of works has been recorded frequently over 
the years. In view of the surfeit of available versions, further recordings of Ravel 
might seem unnecessary, but the notion of what comprises Ravel’s ‘complete’ piano 
œuvre still remains open to question. One of the earliest attempts to record Ravel’s 
complete piano works was made by Walter Gieseking – and yet this collection did 
not feature La valse, now seen as essential to any ‘complete’ take on Ravel’s solo-
piano music. Indeed, the common conception of Ravel as a precise and deliberate 
composer who created a succinct body of works is belied by the loose ends generated 
by his predilection for transcription. For example, La valse was originally intended 
for orchestra, and the piano transcription requires serious intervention on the part 
of the individual pianist. 

Since Ravel’s keyboard œuvre can now seem rather confining for the pianist, 
it makes sense to probe at the sometimes indistinct boundaries between his piano 
and orchestral works. One large-scale example of this overlap occurs with the ballet, 
Daphnis et Chloé, which Ravel described it as a ‘Symphonie chorégraphique’, hinting 
at how he regarded the music. Like most of his works, it was conceived at the piano, 
and indeed the short score of the whole work – the ‘piano-plus’ outline in which he 
first wrote down the music – predates the orchestral version. But one cannot simply 
add this first version in its entirety to Ravel’s piano output: although the music is 
presented as a piano score, much of it is overlaid with additional instrumental lines, 
the choral parts and other incidental detail that Ravel intended to tease out when he 
wrote out the full orchestral score. As it stands, this ‘piano version’ simply cannot be 
performed by any pianists who have only two hands. It’s true that Durand published 
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three extracts from Daphnis et Chloé in 1912 for solo piano (it is unclear how much input 
Ravel had into this decision), but those Trois Extraits are rarely included in recordings of 
Ravel’s piano music and not often performed in concert, perhaps because they sit rather 
uncomfortably together and do not make a convincing suite.

Even so, a few versions of Daphnis et Chloé for the piano do already exist in 
recordings. The earliest was a series of piano rolls of the complete short score, hand-
perforated in 1914.1 What one might call a maximalist approach was adopted by 
Claire-Marie Le Guay in 2001, when she used multitracking to record the short score 
in all its detail2 – a solution obviously unsuitable for solo-piano performance. In 2014 
Florian Uhlig released the Trois Extraits as part of his complete piano-solo Ravel cycle.3 
And in 2017 Orfeo brought out a double album from Konstantin Lifschitz with a suite 
of his own devising, containing almost half an hour of music.4 As you will hear, my 
recording offers an alternative to these pioneering efforts – a concert suite of some 40 
minutes in duration, which thus hints at the scope of the original work, but using only 
those passages that remain effective as genuine piano music.

In deciding to make my own adaptation of Daphnis et Chloé, I looked not only to 
Ravel’s short score and the Trois Extraits but also to the orchestral score. I have used 
Ravel’s materials at all times, arranging them as necessary so that the piece could 
take its place in the piano repertoire. For example, I often had to rewrite his tremolo 
markings, occasionally reconsider the registers of parts, and intensify the impact of 
the harp passages. At other times, I would insert material from the orchestral score 
missing in the piano original. I also made use of the middle sostenuto pedal in order to 
1 In 1914, seven hand-perforated piano rolls of the entire piano reduction of Daphnis et Chloé were released by the Orchestrelle 
Company in London. In addition, in 1928 the pianist and composer Gustave Samazeuilh (1877–1967), a friend of Ravel, recorded 
the second orchestral suite of Daphnis et Chloé on piano rolls for the Aeolian company. I have been unable to access these later 
rolls, but Ravel’s biographer, Arbie Orenstein, claims that they carry Samazeuilh’s own transcription of the piece, and Samazeuilh 
did indeed transcribe a large number of (largely French) orchestral works for solo piano (cf. Arbie Orenstein (ed.), A Ravel Reader: 
Correspondence, Articles, Interviews, Columbia University Press, New York, 1990, p. 586 (revised edition, Dover Publications, 
New York. 2003)).
2 Released, with Stravinsky’s Trois Mouvements de Petrouchka, on Accord 461946.
3 Hänssler haen93318.
4 c905162a, with music also by Debussy, Jakoulov and Stravinsky.
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incorporate as many of the orchestral voices as possible. Perhaps most notably, in view 
of the many ballet suites for the piano already exist, such as those arranged by Prokofiev 
and Stravinsky from their own ballets, I hope to have tackled the problem of the large-
scale form this material requires by tailoring a suite that might work on the recital stage.

When the origins of Daphnis et Chloé are considered, the notion of rendering 
the piece suitable for piano performance begins to seem more natural. The ballet was 
commissioned by the impresario Sergei Diaghilev for his Ballets Russes, but it is not 
clear with whom the idea of using an ancient Greek pastoral romance originated. That 
Ravel felt strongly about the scenario is clear: there were constant tensions between him 
and Diaghilev, and he later wrote in a letter that the ‘libretto was a source of perpetual 
conflict, [and] has made me extremely reluctant to undertake a similar experience 
again’.5 Before his work on the ballet, Ravel had been fascinated by the prominent 
American dancer, Isadora Duncan, who danced barefoot while bringing to life images 
on Greek vases. On occasion, the French novelist and critic André Beaunier would read 
verses translated from the Greek; at other times, Ravel would improvise at the piano 
while she danced.  Ravel later asserted in his autobiographical sketches that:

My intention in writing Daphnis et Chloé was to compose a vast musical fresco, less 
concerned with archaism than with faithfulness to the Greece of my dreams, which 
is similar to that imagined and depicted by French artists at the end of the eighteenth 
century.6

The original tale of Daphnis and Chloe was most probably written by Longus (about 
whom nothing else is known, other than that he may have lived on Lesbos) sometime 
after 200ad, although the story itself is set in an earlier time, the fifth or fourth century 
bc. Longus’ romance can be summarised as follows. Daphnis and Chloe were both 
abandoned as children and left in the woods. Two different families found them and 
brought them up, and the children became shepherds at an early age. Pirates and 
enemies invade and the pair are captured, but delivered by the power of music, through 

5 Quoted in Orenstein, op. cit., p. 132.
6 Ibid., p. 31.
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the Divine One, Pan. They fall in love but, naïvely, do not realise what emotion it is 
that they are experiencing. Eventually, after overcoming various difficulties, they are 
married, and recognised by their respective, noble birth-parents.

Interestingly, Longus explained in the preface that his own text was in fact an 
adaptation of sorts: he saw a painting on the island of Lesbos, and ‘I felt a longing to 
write down what the picture told, and looked about until I found someone to explain it 
to me’.7 This method of writing can be described with the Greek term ekphrasis (‘speaking 
out’), which is applied to a work of art that is based on another work – effectively, a 
transcription. The concept of ekphrasis also lies in the background of programme 
music, something very important to Ravel. The version of Daphnis et Chloé you hear on 
this recording can, in fact, be described as a many-layered version of the principles of 
ekphrasis/transcription with which Longus and Ravel worked: it is my version of Ravel’s 
different versions of Longus’ work, which is a version of a painting described by a citizen 
of Lesbos.

The pieces selected for the suite were chosen because they each present independent 
characteristics of the ballet and help generate a sense of narrative. The first piece in 
my suite is the ‘Danse religieuse’ 1 , which depicts Daphnis and Chloé in a pastoral 
setting. Ravel uses a harp in the orchestral score – evocative of the ancestral lyre that 
appeared so much on the vases that Isadora Duncan brought to life in her dancing. The 
next movement, ‘Danse générale’ 2 , is a graceful dance featuring both protagonists 
within the dancing crowd. The ‘Danse grotesque de Dorcon’ 3  which follows is a robust 
and humorous extract depicting the cowherd Dorcon’s dance, during a competition in 
which he competes with Daphnis for a kiss from Chloé; one can hear the reaction of the 
watching crowd in the imitation of laughter. The following ‘Danse gracieuse et légère 
de Daphnis’ 4  shows Daphnis’ turn in the dance competition. This extract is one of the 
most pianistically written, with a sense of fragility and transparency that can be depicted 
beautifully within the timbral world of the piano. It is probable that this dance, one of the 
first parts of the ballet that Ravel composed, was inspired by Diaghilev’s star dancer, Vaslav 

7 Longus, Daphnis and Chloe, transl. Ronald McCail, Oxford University Press, New York, 2002, p. 3.
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Nijinsky, and his famous leaps. In ‘Lyceion danse’ 5 , Lyceion, an experienced woman, 
attempts to seduce Daphnis by ‘explaining’ to the naïve shepherd what love is. One can 
hear leitmotifs from Daphnis’ dance reappearing here. As it is a seduction scene, the dance 
begins with a biblical image – snake-like clarinets in the orchestral score. 

The next three pieces make up one of the central points of the ballet and were 
published by Ravel in 1911 as the First Suite for orchestra. Chloé has been abducted 
by pirates, and Daphnis is lost in despair. In ‘Nocturne’ 6 , a strange light envelops the 
landscape. Three statues of nymphs come to life and start a slow and mysterious dance. 
They notice Daphnis, dry his tears and invoke the God Pan, before whom Daphnis 
prostrates himself, imploring for help. The ‘Interlude’ 7  is perhaps one of the darkest 
pieces Ravel ever wrote. Here, in the final ballet, a distant a cappella choir and far-away 
trumpet calls are heard. The voices draw nearer; the pirates’ camp can be seen, in a dull 
light, situated on a rough patch of coast with the sea in the background. The pirates run 
hither and thither, loaded with plunder, and carrying torches which light up the stage 
violently. This section culminates in the ‘Danse guerrière’ 7 , the pirates’ war dance.8

By way of contrast, the ‘Danse suppliante de Chloé’ 8  is extremely sombre, depicting 
the captive Chloé and her sense of hopelessness. The ‘Scène de Daphnis et Chloé’ 9  
makes use of a particular literary technique that appears in Longus’ original – mise en 
abyme, in which there is a ‘play within a play’. Although the term is often employed in 
discussion of western literature, the technique itself can be found in ancient Persian and 
Indian storytelling traditions – ‘One Thousand and One Nights’, for example. Here it 
occurs at a crucial moment, for when Daphnis and Chloé are reunited by divine powers, 
they mime the myth of Pan and Syrinx, to express their own reunion. Daphnis plays the 
flute, as Pan does, while Chloé – or the Syrinx – dances. It is a lyrical piece, although 
it also contains much action and virtuosity, as evident in the prominent flute part in 
8 In 1932 the dancer Ida Rubinstein commissioned from Ravel an opéra-ballet called Morgiane, based on the story of Ali Baba and 
the forty thieves. Ill health meant that the project was not realised, although Ravel did start to compose it: his student and friend 
Manuel Rosenthal remembered seeing the sketches on Ravel’s piano (cf. Martin Anderson, ‘A Century in Music: Manuel Rosenthal 
in Conversation’, Tempo, New Series, No. 212, Spring 2000, pp. 31–37). After hearing the pirates’ war dance, one can only imagine 
what kind of score Morgiane might have become.
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the full orchestral score. Although the ballet itself continues with the Bacchanalian 
celebration of the ‘Danse générale’, the ‘Scène de Daphnis et Chloé’ provides an end to 
the narrative itself, and is therefore the closing piece of my piano suite.
The rest of this recording explores various ideas associated with Daphnis et Chloé – 
especially the idea of transcription. The Menuet antique 10  was written in 1895, when 
Ravel was only twenty years old, and dedicated to his close friend, the pianist Ricardo 
Viñes. Ravel later orchestrated the piece, as he did many others. As Arbie Orenstein 
points out, Ravel creates an imaginary sense of ‘antiquity’ here through his use of natural 
minor harmonies and Baroque-style sequences.9 The Menuet sur le nom d’Haydn 11  is 
the only piano piece in this recording that has no ties with transcription and was not 
orchestrated – but Ravel’s reference to Haydn, whose name is encrypted in the thematic 
material, is still suggestive of the idea of transcription. This brief, two-page souvenir for 
the piano, intended to mark the centenary of Haydn’s death, was written in 1909, around 
the time when he was working on Daphnis et Chloé.

‘Une barque sur l’océan’ 12  from Miroirs was composed in 1904–5 and dedicated 
to the painter Paul Sordes. Although it may appear typical of Ravel in that it was 
written for the piano and later orchestrated, the premiere of the orchestral version was 
not successful, and Ravel later disavowed it. Olivier Messiaen observed perceptively 
that ‘there exists an orchestral kind of piano writing which is more orchestral than 
the orchestra itself and which, with a real orchestra, it is impossible to realise’.10 Some 
rhythmic ambiguities in the piano score were later ‘finished’ by Ravel in the orchestral 
score, arguably to detrimental effect. This confusion suggests a less ‘perfect’ side to 
Ravel’s compositional precision than is commonly perceived.

The next two little salon pieces were composed by Ravel in 1913, dedicated to his 
friends Ida and Cipa Godebski and published together: À la manière de … Alexander 
Borodine 13  and À la manière de … Emmanuel Chabrier 14 . They can be seen as Ravel’s 
only attempts at the Lisztian-Romantic tradition of transcription. The first is a waltz, 

9 Ravel: Man and Musician, Columbia University Press, New York, 1975, p. 141.
10 Quoted in Roger Nichols, Ravel, Yale University Press, New Haven and London, 2011, p. 74.
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a sentimental contemplation or reminiscence of Borodin’s musical style. The second 
is a paraphrase on a song from Act 2 of Gounod’s Faust. It is, as Arbie Orenstein 
says, ‘a pastiche of a pastiche [...,] Ravel’s interpretation of how Chabrier would have 
paraphrased Siebel’s flower song from Gounod’s Faust’.11

The concluding work here is La valse 15 . Here, the charming miniature waltz 
rhythms of À la manière de … Alexander Borodine attain epic proportions. La valse, 
which Ravel styled a Poème chorégraphique pour orchestre, was another Diaghilev 
commission, and exists in two versions which antedate the orchestral score: one for solo 
piano, and another for two pianos. Ravel had been contemplating the work for many 
years before its composition in 1919–20. At first he called it Wien, and intended it as a 
symphonic poem. Later referring to it as ‘a sort of apotheosis of the Viennese waltz’, he 
described it thus: 

Through whirling clouds, waltzing couples may be faintly distinguished. The clouds 
gradually scatter: one sees […] an immense hall peopled with a whirling crowd. The scene 
is gradually illuminated. The light of chandeliers bursts forth at the fortissimo [...]. An 
imperial court, about 1855.12

La valse was dedicated to Ravel’s friend, Misia Sert. This remarkable woman 
attracted many artists and celebrities of the day to her salon in Paris and was depicted in 
paintings by Toulouse-Lautrec and Renoir. She sat in the theatre in 1912 at the premiere 
of Daphnis et Chloé, and received a magnificent, and beautifully wrapped, Chinese doll 
from Ravel as a token of his appreciation for her presence.

It was in her home, in the spring of 1920, that Ravel performed La valse, in the version 
for two pianos, with Marcelle Mayer, in the presence of Diaghilev, Massine, Poulenc and 
Stravinsky. This evening ended the collaboration between Ravel and Diaghilev, when 
the impresario rejected the piece, saying that it was a ‘masterpiece… but it’s not a ballet. 
It’s a portrait of ballet… a painting of a ballet’13 – at which point Ravel, deeply offended, 

11 Ravel: Man and Musician, op. cit., p. 181.
12 Ibid., p. 181.
13 Ibid., p. 78.
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picked up his music and silently left the room. It is the solo-piano version of La valse 
which has become part of the pianistic canon that inspired my own efforts into finding 
in Daphnis et Chloé a new space to play within Ravel’s creative output, since this ‘solo’ 
version retains supplementary figuration which the pianist must decide to omit or to 
include – a taster for the kind of decision that lay ahead.
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MAURICE RAVEL Piano Music

    *FIRST RECORDING
 

TT 73:57

Indrė Petrauskaitė, piano

Daphnis et Chloé (1909–12)
Suite for Piano, arr. Indrė Petrauskaitė (2005–15)* 41:08
1  I Danse religieuse   6:10
2  II Danse générale   2:51
3  III Danse grotesque de Dorcon   2:45
4  IV Danse gracieuse et légère de Daphnis   2:54
5  V Lyceion entre; Lyceion danse   2:51
6  VI Modéré (Nocturne)   5:09
7  VII Même mouvement (Interlude);  
	 	 Danse	guerriѐre	 	 	7:11
8  VIII	 Danse suppliante de Chloé  3:47
9  IX Scène de Daphnis et Chloé  7:30

10 Menuet antique (1895)  5:43
11 Menuet sur le nom d’Haydn (1909)  2:08
12 Miroirs: No. 3, Une barque sur l’océan (1904–5)  7:20
13 À la manière de … Alexander Borodine: Valse (1913)  1:37
14 À la manière de … Emmanuel Chabrier:  
 Paraphrase sur un air de Gounod (1913)   2:11
15 La valse (1919–20)   13:48


